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Internet protocols

 Usually see IP in the 
context of TCP/IP 

 Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP) 

 and Internet Protocol 
(IP). 



Transmission Control Protocol

 TCP offers a connection-oriented byte stream which 
guarantees delivery.

 The two most typical network applications that use TCP 
are File Transfer Protocol (FTP) and the TELNET.

 TCP is a sliding window protocol with time-out and 
retransmits. 
 the protocol has a window size that determines the 

amount of data (number of bytes) that can be 
transmitted before an acknowledgement is required.

 Outgoing data must be acknowledged by the far-end 
TCP. 



User Datagram Protocol
 UDP is a connectionless datagram delivery service that does not 

guarantee delivery 

 UDP offers service to the user's network applications such as 
Network File System (NFS) and Simple Network Management 
Protocol (SNMP). 

 UDP adds two values to what is provided by IP. 
 The multiplexing of information between applications based on port 

number.
 The path of communication between an application and UDP is through UDP 

ports.
 An application that is offering service waits for messages to come in on a 

specific port dedicated to that service.

 Checksum to check the integrity of the data.
 When the UDP module receives the UDP datagram from IP it examines the 

UDP checksum. 
 If the checksum is valid (or zero), the destination port number is examined.
 if an application is bound to that port, an application message is queued for 

the application to read. 



TCP vs UDP
 Why do both TCP and UDP exist?

 If you need a reliable stream delivery service, TCP 
might be best. 

 If you need a datagram service, UDP might be best. 

 If you need efficiency over long-haul circuits, TCP 
might be best. 

 If you need efficiency over fast networks with short 
latency, UDP might be best. 



Internet Protocol (IP) 
 The Internet Protocol (IP) is a network-layer (Layer 3) 

protocol that contains addressing information and some 
control information that enables packets to be routed. 

 IP has two primary responsibilities: 
 The Internet Protocol provides an unreliable datagram service (also 

called best effort); i.e. it makes almost no guarantees about the 
packet. The packet may arrive damaged, it may be out of order 
(compared to other packets sent between the same hosts), it may be 
duplicated, or it may be dropped entirely. and 

 reassembly of datagrams to support data links with different 
maximum-transmission unit (MTU) sizes. 

The Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) is the largest size of IP 
datagram which may be transferred using a specific data link 
connection 



IP Addressing 

 As with any other network-layer protocol, the IP addressing scheme 
is integral to the process of routing IP datagrams through an 
internetwork. Each IP address has specific components and follows 
a basic format. These IP addresses can be subdivided and used to 
create addresses for subnetworks

 Each host on a TCP/IP network is assigned a unique 32-bit logical 
address that is divided into two main parts: 
 the network number and the host number.

 The network number identifies a network and must be assigned by 
the Internet Network Information Center (InterNIC) if the network 
is to be part of the Internet. An Internet Service Provider (ISP) can 
obtain blocks of network addresses from the InterNIC and can itself 
assign address space as necessary. 

 The host number identifies a host on a network and is assigned by 
the local network administrator. 



IP Address Format 
 The 32-bit IP address is grouped eight bits at a time, separated by dots, and 

represented in decimal format (known as dotted decimal notation). Each 
bit in the octet has a binary weight (128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1). The 
minimum value for an octet is 0, and the maximum value for an octet is 
255. 

An IP address consists of 32 bits, grouped into four octets. 



• You can use these addresses on any private LAN. 

• You CANNOT use them on the internet. 

• Internet routers will block them.

Private IP Addresses

Class RFC 1918 Internal address range

A 10.0.0.0 to 10.255.255.255

B 172.16.0.0 to 172.31.255.255

C 192.168.0.0 to 192.168.255.255



Domain Name System (DNS)



Introduction
 DNS is an abbreviation for Domain Name System, a 

system for naming computers and network services 
that is organized into a hierarchy of domains. 

 DNS is a distributed database system (distributed 
directory service) that used to translate hostnames 
into IP addresses.

 Example: www.yahoo.com -> 216.115.102.79

 Domain names comprise a hierarchy so that names 
are unique, yet easy to remember.

http://www.yahoo.com/


Introduction

 The above figure shows a basic use of DNS,
which is finding the IP address of a computer
based on its name.



DNS Structure

 The domain name for a host is the sequence of labels
that lead from the host (leaf node in the naming tree)
to the top of the worldwide naming tree

DNS hierarchy

Zone
Domain names, arranged in a tree, cut into 

zones, each served by a nameserver. 



DNS Structure
 Each host name is made up of a sequence of labels 

separated by periods/dots.

 A maximum length of 255 characters is allowed.

 subdivision can go down to 127 levels deep 

 Labels can be up to 63 characters long, case 
insensitive

 Labels must start with a letter or a digit, and can 
only consist of letters, digits and hyphens

 Example: www.iran5050.my

Lv1 Label



DNS Structure
 Domain Name Classes

 3-letter name
gov government institutions

com commercial organizations

edu educational institutions

mil military groups

net major network support centers

org organizations other than those above

 2-letter Name
 Normally is of countries’ names.

 Each countries have a top level domain.



DNS Query

 DNS query process occurs in two parts: 

 A name query begins at a client computer and is 
passed to a resolver, the DNS Client service, for 
resolution. 

 When the query cannot be resolved locally, DNS 
servers can be queried as needed to resolve the 
name.



DNS Query
Local Resolver Querying DNS Server



DNS Query
 Local Resolver

 A DNS domain name is used in a program on the 
local computer. 

 The request is then passed to the DNS Client 
service for resolution using locally cached 
information 



DNS Query
 Querying DNS Server

 The client queries a preferred DNS server 

 When the DNS server receives a query, it first 
checks to see if it can answer the query 
authoritatively based on a locally configured zone
on the server.

 If the queried name matches, the server answers 
authoritatively.

 It not matches, the server then checks to see if it 
can resolve the name using locally cached
information from previous queries. 



DNS Query
 It not matches again, the query process can 

continue using recursion to fully resolve the name 
with the help of others DNS servers.



DNS Query
 In order for the DNS server to do recursion properly, 

it needs some information that is provided in the 
form of root hints.

 In theory, this process enables any DNS server to 
locate the servers that are authoritative for any other 
DNS domain name used at any level in the namespace 
tree. 

 One of the advantages of recursion is that the DNS 
server is able to cache information about the others 
DNS domain namespace during lookup. 



DNS Response
 Four common types of response

 An authoritative answer 

 A positive answer 

 A referral answer 

 A negative answer 

 An authoritative answer is a positive answer returned to the 
client and delivered with the authority bit set in the DNS 
message to indicate the answer was obtained from a server with 
direct authority for the queried name. 

 A positive response consist of the queried RR (Resource Record) 
or a list of RRSet that fits the queried DNS domain name and 
record type specified in the query message. 
 An authoritative answer is a positive response 



DNS Response
 A referral answer contains additional resource 

records not specified by name or type in the query. 
This type of answer is returned to the client if the 
recursion process is not supported. The records are 
meant to act as helpful reference answers that the 
client can use to continue the query using iteration. 

 A negative response from the server can indicate that 
one of two possible results was encountered while the 
server attempted to process and recursively resolve 
the query fully and authoritatively: 
 An authoritative server reported that the queried 

name does not exist in the DNS namespace 
 An authoritative server reported that the queried 

name exists but no records of the specified type 
exist for that name.



Knowledge: Caching
 Caching provides a way to speed the performance of 

DNS resolution for subsequent queries of popular 
names, while substantially reducing DNS-related 
query traffic on the network. 

 When information is cached, a Time-To-Live (TTL) 
value applies to all cached RRs. As long as the TTL for 
a cached RR does not expire, a DNS server can 
continue to cache and use the RR again when 
answering queries by its clients that match these RRs. 

 By default, the minimum TTL is 3,600 seconds 



Virtual Private Network

VPN



Introduction

 A virtual private network (VPN) is the extension of a
private network that encompasses links across shared or
public networks like the Internet.

 It allows two or more private networks to be connected
over a publicly accessed network.

 VPNs have the same security and encryption features as
a private network, while taking the advantage of the
economies of scale and remote accessibility of large
public networks.

 Normally, we can send data between two computers
across a shared or public network in a manner that
emulates a point-to-point private link.



Introduction

 To emulate a point-to-
point link, data is
encapsulated, or
wrapped, with a
header that provides
routing information,
which allows the data
to traverse the shared
or public network to
reach its endpoint.



Introduction

 There are two types of VPN technology in
Windows 2000:

 Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) 

 PPTP uses user-level Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)
authentication methods and Microsoft Point-to-
Point Encryption (MPPE) for data encryption.

 Layer Two Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) with 
Internet Protocol security (IPSec) 

 L2TP uses user-level PPP authentication methods
and machine-level certificates with IPSec for data
encryption.



VPN Connections

 There are two types of VPN connections:

 Remote access VPN connection 

 Router-to-router VPN connection

 Remote access VPN connection

 A remote access client (a single user computer) makes a remote 
access VPN connection that connects to a private network. 

 The VPN server provides access to the resources of the VPN server 
or to the entire network to which the VPN server is attached. 

 The remote access client (the VPN client) authenticates itself to
the remote access server

 (the VPN server) and, for mutual authentication, the server
authenticates itself to the client.



VPN Connections

 Router-to-router VPN connection

 A router makes a router-to-router VPN connection
that connects two portions of a private network.

 The VPN server provides a routed connection to the
network to which the VPN server is attached.

 The calling router (the VPN client) authenticates
itself to the answering router (the VPN server) and,
for mutual authentication, the answering router
authenticates itself to the calling router.



Types of VPN

 Internet Based VPN

 Remote Access over the Internet

 By using the established physical connection to the
local ISP, the remote access client initiates a VPN
connection across the Internet to the organization's
VPN server.

 Once the VPN connection is created, the remote
access client can access the resources of the private
intranet.

 Connecting networks over the Internet

 When networks are connected over the Internet, a
router forwards packets to another router across a
VPN connection.



Types of VPN

Remote Access over the Internet

Connecting Networks over the Internet



Types of VPN

 Using dedicated WAN links
 The branch office routers are connected to the Internet by using local

dedicated WAN links to a local ISP.

 A router-to-router VPN connection is then initiated by either router
across the Internet.

 Once connected, routers can forward directed or routing protocol
traffic to each other by using the VPN connection.

 Using dial-up WAN links
 By using the established connection to the local ISP, a router-to-

router VPN connection is initiated by the branch office router to the
corporate office router across the Internet.

 The corporate office router acts as a VPN server and must be
connected to a local ISP by using a dedicated WAN link.



Types of VPN

 Intranet Based VPN

 Remote Access over an Intranet

 The department's network is physically connected to the
organization intranet but separated by a VPN server.

 Users on the organization intranet with the appropriate
permissions can establish a remote access VPN
connection with the VPN server and access the protected
resources of the sensitive department's network.



Types of VPN

Remote Access over an Intranet



Types of VPN

Connecting Networks over an Intranet



Types of VPN

 Connecting networks over an Intranet

 Organizations with departments in separate locations,
whose data is highly sensitive, may use a router-to-router
VPN connection to communicate with each other.

 The differences departments are connected to the common
intranet with computers that can act as VPN clients or
VPN servers.

 Once the VPN connection is established, users on
computers on either network can exchange sensitive data
across the corporate intranet.



VPN Implementations

 VPN implementations can be grouped into three primary
categories:
 Intranet VPNs
 Remote Access VPNs
 Extranet VPNs

 Intranet VPNs
 Secure communications between a company’s internal

departments and its branch offices
 Strong encryption to accommodate the high-speed links

present in internal LANs
 reliability to ensure the prioritization of mission-critical

applications



VPN Implementations

 Ease of administration to accommodate the
changing requirements of new users, new offices
and new applications.



VPN Implementations

 Remote Access VPNs

 Remote Access VPNs between a company and its
remote and/or mobile employees.

 Reliability and Quality of Service are important.

 Strong authentication is critical.

 Require centralized management and a high degree of
scalability to handle the multitude of VPN links, as well
as the vast number of users accessing the VPN.



VPN Implementations



VPN Implementations

 Extranet VPNs
 It require an open, standards-based solution to

ensure interoperability with the various solutions
that the business partners might implement.

 Traffic control is important.



Thanks 


